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Join hc/ SLOW Living Mallorca Now!

Live an inspired Mediterranean lifestyle by enjoying the best local experiences

while feeling like you truly belong on Mallorca.
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Dr. Helen Cummins is a lifestyle editor, marketeer and successful
entrepreneur, who has lived and worked in Palma de Mallorca for
the past 20 years. She launched abcMallorca.com in 2003 which

has grown into one of the island’s largest websites with over 6
million visits per annum.

The website helencummins.com is a collection of all the things
Helen values since moving to the island, running abcMallorca
Digital Media and creating an idyllic life in Son Vida with her

husband Georg and daughter Eva.

Slow Living Mallorca is what sits at the heart of the hc/ website,
which aims to inspire you to slow down and appreciate the
Mediterranean lifestyle. Alongside her editorial team, Helen

handpicks the recommended businesses showcased here that
adhere to SLOW: Sustainable, Local, Organic and made with Love.  Follow on Instagram
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DYNAMIC BUILDING BY ALIBAZ
CONSTRUCCIÓN

THE MALLORCA CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES YOU’LL WANT TO BUILD
YOUR HOME

PROPERTY FOR SALE IN PALMA DE
MALLORCA

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

pproached by property developers Sophisticated Projects, Alibaz

were tasked with the challenge of reconstructing a wonderful

ruin in the historic heart of Palma. Set on Carrer de la Pau, a charming,

quiet lane between Born and Jaume III, almost the whole of the property

had to be rebuilt from scratch – its heritage-protected façade would be

preserved.

Architect Miguel Arenas was also mindful to respect the original feel of

the house, using exposed beams, bush-hammered stone and, above all,

retaining the property’s internal staircase – a graceful spiral leading off the

main living space and a central feature of this three-eoor townhouse.

What is immediately evident too, however, is that the interiors share

nothing of the gloomy aspects that such historic buildings can be prone to

– quite the opposite. Interior designer Marga Comas brought a bright, fresh

and distinctly Nordic touch throughout, in which a minimalist white

backdrop creates a canvas for a muted palette of calming tones and

elegant modern furnishings.

Various elements such as beautiful oak herringbone parquet and

lacquered woods do reference the building’s past, with sections of ancient

wall left exposed as a reminder of its rich history. While bright and

contemporary, the open-plan lounge–kitchen is also cosy and inviting, with

comfy low-pro[le couches and a gas [replace. Italian details such as

Formani door handles and black marble bring a distinctively luxury [nish to

the project.

And it is the details that really make this beautiful townhouse shine. It’s the

details that give it character, and ultimately, as Hada López, of Alibaz

Construcción, explains: “Our added value is in the details, we hold a

magnifying glass to our [nishes”

Photos by Xisco Kamal

ADDRESS DETAILS

ALIBAZ CONSTRUCCIÓN

C/Colomer, 6, Pol. Son Bugadelles, Calvià
+34 971 699 702
www.alibaz.es
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CONSTRUCTION

HISTORIC TOWN-HOUSE REFORMED BY ALIBAZ
CONSTRUCCIÓN

“OUR ADDED VALUE IS IN THE DETAILS, WE HOLD A MAGNIFYING GLASS TO OUR FINISHES.”
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